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Abstract
The minimal dominating Set (MDS) problem
is a prototypical hard combinatorial optimization
problem. Two years ago we studied this problem
by cavity method. Although we get the solution of
a given graph, which gives very good estimation of
minimal dominating size, but we don’t know whether
we get the ground state solution and how many
solutions exist in the ground state. For this purpose,
last year we continue to develop the one step replica
symmetry breaking (RSB) theory to find the ground
state energy of the MDS problem. Finally we find
that 1) The MDS problem solution space has both
condensation transition and cluster transition on
regular Random (RR) graph and we prove this by
simulated annealing dynamical process. 2) We de-
veloped zero temperature Survey Propagation (SP)
algorithm on ER graph to estimate the ground state
energy and to get Survey Propagation Decimation
(SPD) algorithm with good results same as BPD
algorithm.
Keywords: MDS, RSB, ER graph, RR graph,
SP, SPD.
I Introduction
The statistical physics of spin glass systems has
widely application in optimization problem (for ex-
ample the minimal vertex cover problem, minimum
feedback vertex set and minimal dominating set,etc),
and satisfiability problem ( for example k-sat,XOR-
sat). Many combinatorial optimization problem in
computer science could be mapped into appropriate
random spin glass model. It mainly use the cavity
method to estimate the occupy probability of each
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nodes, and upon this probability to construct one
solution of the given problem. If the graph no con-
tains any shortest distance cycles or has tree-like local
structure, we can find the stable point of the iterative
cavity equations, namely we can study such systems
by cavity method.
At present, our research on the spin glass system
mainly concentrated on replica symmetric and one
step replica symmetric breaking level. Each level re-
search corresponding to different purpose of the com-
binatorial optimization problem, every combinatorial
optimization problem almost answer following some
question:(1)can we find the smallest set of the given
graph to satisfy the problem?(2)how much configura-
tion (or solution) of the given graph satisfy the prob-
lem?(3)for the given real number xc(0 < xc < 1), can
we judge if there exist a solution of size not exceeding
xcN (in there, N represent the node number of the
given graph)?
Previously we have tried to answer the question one
of minimal dominating set problem through cavity
method and get good results [1,2]. Now the following
work inspired by [3], in this work we mainly answer
the last question of minimal dominating set problem
through cavity method too. The following bounds on
minimal dominating sets are known(Haynes, Hedet-
niemi and Slater 1998a, Chapter 2) [4], one ver-
tex can dominate at most ∆ other vertices; there-
fore γ(G) ≥ n/(1 + ∆), in there the γ(G) repre-
sents the size of the minimal dominating set. So
xc = 1/(1 + ∆), for large regular random graph we
find that a sharp threshold value xc ≥ 1/(1 + ∆) ex-
ists, this value closely related to computational com-
plexity. When x > xc, we can construct a minimal
dominating set of size ≤ xN for a given graph; while
when x < xc, we can not construct any minimal dom-
inating set of size ≤ xN . When x > xc, simulated
annealing algorithm relatively easy to give a solution
of such a minimal dominating set; however, when x
close to xc, the search complexity increases dramati-
cally, and trend to infinity when x = xc, so in finite
computation time it can’t give a solution of such a
minimal dominating set. At zero temperature, we
use survey propagation to find the threshold value xc
for ER random graph too.
A vertex minimal dominating set(MDS) [4] of a given
graph G is a set of vertices D such that every vertex of
G is either in D or at least one neighbor in D. MDS is
a very important branch of graph theory, it is widely
studied by mathematician and physician in theoret-
ical and algorithm point of view. It is also a very
important to computer science and artificial intelli-
gence, it has widely application in complex network
system [5–12].
The MDS problem was studied from the 1950s on-
wards, But the more and more researchers work on
the MDS after mid-1970s, There are more than 400
papers related to MDS problem, in which almost pa-
pers related to following three factors:(1)the diversity
of applications to both real-world and other math-
ematical "covering" or "location" problems;(2)the
wide variety of domination parameters that can be
defined;(3)the NP-completeness of the basic dom-
ination problem, its close and "natural" relation-
ships to other NP-complete problems, and the sub-
sequent interest in finding polynomial time solutions
to domination problems in special classes of graphs
[13]. MDS problem is a nondeterministic polynomial-
complete(NP-complete) optimization problem [4], So
finding exact solution is extremely difficult task in
general.Even we hard to find the approximate MDS
solution of a given graph. There are some heuris-
tic algorithms [5–7, 9, 14, 15] and statistical physics
algorithm [1, 2] to solve the MDS problem, but the
only small part of this work related to solution space
structure, bounds (threshold value xc) and size of
MDS problem.
In this work we use one step replica symmetry break-
ing theory of statistical physics to study the solution
space of minimal dominating set problem. we orga-
nize the paper as fellows: First, in section 2 we recall
the replica symmetry theory of spin glass in order
to convenient to understanding the replica symme-
try breaking theory.we present the BP equation and
thermodynamic quantities. The first main part of
our work is put in the section 3 we introduce the
one step replica symmetry breaking theory and ther-
modynamic quantities.In the second part of this sec-
tion we derive the one step replica symmetry breaking
theory and thermodynamic quantities at y = β, and
introduce simulated annealing dynamical process for
the MDS, in the third part we introduce the popula-
2
tion dynamics for this case in detail. The second main
part of our work is put in the section 4. In this Sec-
tion we derive the warning propagation,Survey prop-
agation and Survey propagation Decimation.Finally
in Section 5 we conclusion our results.
II Replica Symmetry
In order to estimate the MDS for a given graph
by the way of mean field theory, we must have the
partition function for the given problem. we now
introduce a partition function Z as
Z =
∑
c
∏
i∈W
e−βci [1− (1− ci)
∏
k∈∂i
(1− ck)] (1)
in there c ≡ (c1, c2, ......, cn)denotes one of the 2n pos-
sible configurations, ci = +1 if node i be occupied
and ci = 0 if otherwise, β is inverse temperature,and
∂i denotes the neighbor nodes of node i,The parti-
tion function therefore only takes into account all the
dominating sets.
we use RS mean field theory such as the Bethe-
Peierls approximation [16] or partition function ex-
pansion [17, 18] to solve the above spin glass model.
we set cavity message p(ci,cj)i→j on the every edge,and
these messages must satisfy following equation
p
(ci,cj)
i→j =
e−βci
∏
k∈∂i\j
∑
ck
p
(ck,ci)
k→i − δ0ciδ0cj
∏
k∈∂i\j
p
(0,0)
k→i∑
c´i,c´j
e−βc´i
∏
k∈∂i\j
∑´
ck
p
(c´k,c´i)
k→i −
∏
k∈∂i\j
p
(0,0)
k→i
(2)
this equation called Belief-Propagation (BP) equa-
tion.In there the Kronecker symbol δnm = 1 if m = n
and δnm = 0 if otherwise. The cavity message p
(ci,cj)
i→j
represents the joint probability that node i is in oc-
cupation state ci and its adjacent node j is in occu-
pation state cj when the constraint of node j is not
considered.The marginal probability pci of node i is
expressed as
pci =
e−βc
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p
(cj ,c)
j→i − δ0c
∏
j∈∂i
p
(0,0)
j→i∑
ci
e−βci
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p
(cj ,ci)
j→i −
∏
j∈∂i
p
(0,0)
j→i
(3)
finally the free energy can be calculated by mean
field theory
F0 =
N∑
i=1
Fi −
M∑
(i,j)=1
F(i,j) (4)
in there
Fi = − 1
β
ln[
∑
ci
e−βci
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p
(cj ,ci)
j→i −
∏
j∈∂i
p
(0,0)
j→i ] (5)
F(i,j) = − 1
β
ln[
∑
ci,cj
p
(ci,cj)
i→j p
(cj ,ci)
j→i ] (6)
In there the Fi denotes the free energy of function
node i, the F(i,j) denotes the free energy of the edge
(i, j).We iterate the BP equation until converge to
one stable point to calculate the mean free energy
f ≡ F/N and the energy density ω = 1/N∑i p+1i by
equation (3) and (4). The entropy density calculates
as s = β(ω − f).
III One Step Replica Symmetry
Breaking theory
In this section we will introduce one step replica
symmetry breaking theory of the spin glass by graph
expansion method. Firstly we introduce the general-
ized partition function, grand free energy and survey
propagation for general case, in order to rising the
simulation speed we must simplify these equations,so
secondly we derive the simplified equations at y = β
for minimal dominating set problem, and then intro-
duce the numerical simulation process of population
dynamics.
III.1 General One step Replica Sym-
metry Breaking Theory
At higher temperature,the thermodynamic micro-
scopic state that consist of some higher energy con-
figuration decide the statistical physics property of
the given system, and the subspace of this micro-
scopic state is ergodic. But in the lower temperature
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the microscopic state is not ergodic anymore, it is
divided into several subspaces and the contribution
of this subspaces to the equilibrium property is not
same. If we select the energy function as order pa-
rameter, We don’t know how is this subspace like and
how do it evolution. So scientist select the free en-
ergy function as order parameter to develop the one
step replica symmetry breaking theory. we define the
generalized partition function Ξ as
Ξ(y;β) =
∑
α
e−yF
α
0 (β), (7)
While α is denoted as the macroscopic states where
the free energies achieves the minimum value, Fα0 has
the form as below. For the sake of simplification we
use i→ j to represent the i→ (i, j),
F
(α)
0 =
∑
i
fi −
∑
(i,j)
f(i,j). (8)
Four cavity messages pi→j ≡
(p0,0i→j , p
0,1
i→j , p
1,0
i→j , p
1,1
i→j , ) are defined on any edges
(i, j) in a given graph instance, and the cavity mes-
sages pi→j averaged on solution clusters is denoted
as Pi→j(pi→j), which have the iteration equation as
Pi→j(p) =
∏
k∈∂i\j
∫ Dpk→iPk→i(p)e−yfi→j δ(pi→j − Ii→j [p∂i\j ])∏
k∈∂i\j
∫ Dpk→iPk→i(p)e−yfi→j
(9)
While Ii→j [p∂i\j ] is a short-hand notation of the mes-
sage updating equations of Eqs.2. The generalized
free energy density g0 as
g0 ≡ G0
N
=
∑
i gi −
∑
(i,j) g(i,j)
N
(10)
where
gi =
1
y
ln[
∏
j∈∂i
∫
Dpi→jPi→j(p)e−yfi ] (11)
g(i,j) =
1
y
ln[
∫ ∫
Dpi→jDpj→iPi→j(p)Pj→i(p)e−yf(i,j) ]
(12)
We further have the mean free energy density <
f > as
< f >≡ F
N
=
∑
i < fi > −
∑
(i,j) < f(i,j) >
N
(13)
in there
< fi >=
∏
j∈∂i
∫ Dpi→jPi→j(p)e−yfifi∏
j∈∂i
∫ Dpi→jPi→j(p)e−yfi (14)
< f(i,j) >=
∫ ∫ Dpi→jDpj→iPi→j(p)Pj→i(p)e−yf(i,j)f(i,j)∫ ∫ Dpi→jDpj→iPi→j(p)Pj→i(p)e−yf(i,j) (15)
Finally we have the complexity with mean free en-
ergy < f > and generalized free energy g, we derive
the complexity as
∑
(y) = y(< f > −g).
III.2 Dynamical and Condensation
Transitions at y = β
We consider the case of y = β to determine
the clustering transition and condensation transi-
tion. For the sake of simplify the formula of Replica
Symmetry Breaking and raising the simulation speed
we set two kind of messages. We define the av-
erage message p¯(ci,cj)i→j and the conditional message
P
(ci,cj)
i→j (p
(ci,cj)
i→j |p¯(ci,cj)i→j ) as.
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j =
∫
DpPi→j [p]p(ci,cj)i→j (16)
P
(ci,cj)
i→j (p
(ci,cj)
i→j |p¯(ci,cj)i→j ) =
p
(ci,cj)
i→j Pi→j [pi→j ]
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j
(17)
where the variable node (i, j) only partici-
pate the interaction i,the conditional message
P
(ci,cj)
i→j (p
(ci,cj)
i→j |p¯(ci,cj)i→j ) represents the macroscopic
conditional probability of the cavity probabilistic
distribution function p(ci,cj)i→j when we investigate the
pair node (i, j) in the state(ci, cj). From these two
equations and BP equations we can derive the new
update rules for these two messages(average message
and conditional message) as
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j =
e−βci
∏
k∈∂i\j
∑
ck
p¯
(ck,ci)
k→i − δ0ciδ0cj
∏
k∈∂i\j
p¯
(0,0)
k→i∑
c´i,c´j
e−βc´i
∏
k∈∂i\j
∑´
ck
p¯
(c´k,c´i)
k→i −
∏
k∈∂i\j
p¯
(0,0)
k→i
(18)
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P
(ci,cj)
i→j (p
(ci,cj)
i→j |p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j )
=
∑
c∂i\j
ω
(ci,cj)
i→j
∏
k∈i\j
∫
Dpk→iP
(ck,ci)
k→i (p
(ck,ci)
k→i |p¯
(ck,ci)
k→i )
×δ(pci,cj
i→j −Ai→j(p∂i\j))
(19)
in there
ω
(ci,cj)
i→j =
e−βci ∏k∈∂i\j ∑ck p¯(ck,ci)k→i − δ0ci δ0cj ∏k∈∂i\j p¯(0,0)k→i∑
c∂i\j e
−βci ∏
k∈∂i\j
∑
ck
p¯
(ck,ci)
k→i −
∏
k∈∂i\j p¯
(0,0)
k→i
(20)
In there ω(ci,cj)i→j denotes the sampling joint probabil-
ity,we can calculate the joint probability by average
messages,and then using this probability to get one
configuration sample of ∂i\j ≡ {ck : k ∈ ∂i\j}.After
this we use this configuration sample to update condi-
tional messages. Even these survey propagation looks
like complicated and hard to program than original
survey propagation, but these equations easier to con-
verge than original one.In the same way we can derive
the thermodynamic quantities, the total free energy
can be expressed as
F =
∑
i
< fi > −
∑
(i,j)
< f(i,j) > (21)
in there the < fi > denote the mean free energy of
node i,it can be expressed as
< fi > = − 1
β
∑
c∂i
ωci
∏
j∈i
∫
Dpj→iP
(cj ,ci)
j→i (p
(cj ,ci)
j→i |p¯(cj ,ci)j→i )
× ln{
∑
ci
e−βci
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p
(cj ,ci)
j→i −
∏
j∈∂i
p
(0,0)
j→i }
(22)
In there ωci is the probability of sampling, it can be
expressed as
ωci =
e−βc
∏
j∈∂i p¯
(cj ,c)
j→i − δ0c
∏
j∈∂i p¯
(0,0)
j→i∑
ci
e−βci
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p¯
(cj ,ci)
j→i −
∏
j∈∂i p¯
(0,0)
j→i
(23)
How to sample the conditional message is very im-
portant to get good results, it is core problem in our
numerical simulation. According to the above equa-
tion and Appendix A, we determine the state of the
selected variables one by one to get one configura-
tion. We select the conditional message by this se-
lected configuration to calculate the mean free energy
of node i.In the same way we can calculate the free
energy of edge (i, j) as
< F(i,j) >= −
1
β
∑
ci,cj
ω
(ci,cj)
i→j
∫
Dpi→jP
(ci,cj)
i→j (p
(ci,cj)
i→j |p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j )
× ln{
∑
ci,cj
p
(ci,cj)
i→j p
(cj,ci)
j→i }
(24)
in there
ω
(ci,cj)
i→j =
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j p¯
(cj ,ci)
j→i∑
ci,cj
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j p¯
(cj ,ci)
j→i
(25)
where we use this above equation to get one pair state
(ci, cj) configuration of edge (i, j),and then select the
conditional messages by this pair state to calculate
the free energy of edge (i, j). The grand free energy
of edge (i, j) and node i as
g(i,j) = − 1
β
ln{
∑
ci,cj
p¯
(ci,cj)
i→j p¯
(cj ,ci)
j→i } (26)
gi = − 1
β
ln[
∑
ci
e−βci
∏
j∈∂i
∑
cj
p¯
(cj ,ci)
j→i −
∏
j∈∂i
p¯
(0,0)
j→i ]
(27)
we can see that the ground free energy is calculated
by average messages very easily. And then the total
mean free energy, total mean grand free energy and
complexity are calculated as following
g0 =
G0
N
=
∑N
i=1 gi
N
− M
N
∑M
(i,j)=1 g(i,j)
M
(28)
f0 =
F0
N
=
∑N
i=1 < fi >
N
− M
N
∑M
(i,j)=1 < f(i,j) >
M
(29)∑
=
y
N
(< F0 > −G0) (30)
in there f0 denotes the mean free energy density and
g0 denotes the grand free energy density.
Now we discuss the influence of cluster transition to
the dynamical property of the regular random graph
which mean degree C = 5 ,the figure.1(a) indicate
the relationship between complexity and inverse
temperature β when y = β.The complexity jumping
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Figure 1: x-axis denotes the inverse temperature,Y-
axis denotes the complexity of Regular Random
graph that variable degree C = 5 in left panel (a)
and C = 6 in right panel (b).When C = 5,the com-
plexity has condensation transition at β = 7.90 and
has cluster transition around at β = 8.19.
to positive when β ≈ 7.90, and then decreasing with
the increasing of β, finally it comes to zero when
β ≈ 8.19.We find that the figure.1 basically like with
the three body interaction spin glass system.
The figure.2 indicate the evolution of energy
density with the change of inverse temperature β
in the simulation annealing process. In simulation
annealing process,firstly we carry out single spin
heat bath dynamical process enough steps at inverse
temperature β = 1, so then we can get one equilib-
rium microscopic configuration sample. Start from
this equilibrium microscopic configuration, increase
the inverse temperature with the certain speed,
every time we increase the inverse temperature β
with δβ = 0.001.In every new inverse temperature
β, we firstly carry out ω steps ( in every step we
try to flip every spin of the system on average), and
then record the energy density of the microscopic
configuration.We totally simulate 96 independent
path for the given MDS configuration, so then we
get the average value of the energy density of these
Table 1: the cluster transition of inverse temperature
βd and condensation transition of inverse tempera-
ture βc of Regular Random graph
C 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
βd 8.06 7.81 7.9 8.06 8.24 8.43 8.63 8.76
βc ≈ 8.25 8.04 8.19 8.41 8.65 8.88 9.11 9.33
Figure 2: x-axis denotes the inverse temperature, Y-
axis denotes the energy density of the Regular Ran-
dom graph, it’s mean connectivity C=5 and includes
1000 variables. The ω denotes the iterations in every
step.
96 paths at every inverse temperature.
The figure.2 show that, if the speed of the increasing
of inverse temperature is very fast, then the energy
density deviate from the value of the energy density
of the mean field theory predicted at lower inverse
temperature.If we slow down the (or increasing the
waiting time) speed of the inverse temperature, so
then the energy density deviate from the value of the
energy density that predicted by mean field theory
when the inverse temperature more high.The reason
of leading this difference between simulation and the-
oretical results is, the characteristic relaxation time
become more and more longer with the increasing of
inverse temperature, if the characteristic relaxation
time exceeds the average simulated annealing wait-
ing time, the microscopic configuration sample that
getting by simulated annealing simulation process
is not equilibrium configuration of the system, and
the energy of these configuration higher than the
average energy of the equilibrium configuration.
Furthermore, even the waiting time ω → ∞ at
every β, the average energy density of the simulated
annealing impossible to same with the equilibrium
energy density when β > βd. We can correctly
compute the equilibrium mean energy density by
belief propagation equation when βd < β < βc.
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From the equation.2 we obviously see the differ-
ence of simulated annealing mean energy density
and equilibrium mean energy density in the range
βd < β < βc.
The intrinsically reason of this difference is that the
microscopic equilibrium configuration space appear
ergodicity-breaking.In the simulated annealing simu-
lation, when the inverse temperature β up to βd, the
microscopic configuration of this system be captured
by thermodynamical macroscopic state α, even the
waiting time ω very long, the system can not escape
from this thermodynamical macroscopic state. So
when the inverse temperature further increasing, the
system still stay in the microscopic configuration
subspace of the thermodynamical macroscopic state
α, so the simulated annealing mean energy density is
the energy density of thermodynamical macroscopic
state α at the inverse temperature β. This mean
energy density higher than the equilibrium energy
density, the reason of this, when inverse temperature
β exceed the βd, the another thermodynamical
macroscopic states which has further small energy
density determine the equilibrium statistical prop-
erty of this system.
When the inverse temperature β close to βd,
because of the ergodicity of the microscopic config-
uration begin to broken, the dynamical relaxation
time will be getting more and more long, and it
diverges at β = βd, so the system begin to stay
in the non equilibrium state.In order to quanti-
tative compute the characteristic relaxation time,
start from the randomly obtained one equilibrium
microscopic configuration, perform two completely
independent single spin heat bath dynamical process,
and record the overlap qt between the two micro-
scopic configurations of the two process at the same
time t. The figure.3 indicate the three evolution
curve of overlap that is getting by starting from
three different equilibrium microscopic configuration
along with time t. These curves are getting on the
regular random graph which includes N = 1000
variable nodes and the variable degree C = 5, the
inverse temperature β = 7.5, it is lower than cluster
transition inverse temperature βd = 7.9.
The overlap q0 = 1 when t = 0. when the evolution
Figure 3: We implement single spin heat bath dy-
namical process on Regular Random network of the
Minimal Dominating Set problem at inverse tempera-
ture β = 7.5. This network including N = 1000 vari-
able nodes. x-axis denotes the evolution log time,Y-
axis denotes the overlap. The graph indicates that
the overlap between two microscopic configurations of
two independent heat bath dynamical process evolves
along with time. These three curves set out respec-
tively from different three original microscopic con-
figuration. The horizontal line indicating the overlap
value equal to 0.6.
time enough long, the system totally forget the
original state, so that the overlap qt → q∗. We
record the time that the overlap first time decline to
q∗ = 0.6 as the characteristic relaxation time τ of one
path. We can get the distribution of characteristic
relaxation time through simulating many evolution
paths, and from this distribution we can obtain the
average value and median value of the characteristic
relaxation time.The figure.4 indicates the changes of
average characteristic relaxation time and median
characteristic relaxation time along with inverse
temperature β. For this C = 5 case, we find that the
characteristic relaxation time of this system diverge
when β = 7.9.
In simulation process, we find that the overlap
curve reach a plateau very quickly at every inverse
temperature, and then the overlap value vibration
in the very small area, but the overlap value of the
plateau increase along with the inverse temperature,
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Figure 4: This regular random network include
N=1000 nodes,we get 1000 samples of the relax-
ation time by heat bath dynamical simulation pro-
cess, and then we calculate the average τmean and
median τmedian relaxation time of these 1000 relax-
ation time samples. The solid line is the fit curves
of the average relaxation time τmean = a(β∗−β)z , in
there, a = (4.75668± 0.005399)× 105, β∗ = 7.9004±
0.446, z = 6.3125± 1.273.
for example the overlap q ≈ 0.1 when inverse temper-
ature β = 2.0 and q ≈ 0.35 when inverse temperature
β = 7.8. And when the inverse temperature β ap-
proach the βd, the relaxation time is not a gaussian
distribution, it has long tail, this leads the average
relaxation time not more a right physical quantity.
The reason of leading this phenomenon is that, when
the inverse temperature β approach the βd, although
the equilibrium microscopic configuration also is
ergodic, but the microscopic configuration already
forms a lot of community, different microscopic
configuration community has different characteristic
relaxation time. Appearing of different microscopic
configuration community can explains that the over-
lap qt don’t decrease as exponential function, but
appear a plateau firstly, and then decline very fast.
In the logarithmic coordinate, the overlap qt plateau
correspond to same community of the microscopic
configuration space that explored by two different
single spin heat bath dynamical process, and the
slump of the overlap qt correspond to that the at
least one heat bath dynamical process escaping out
from this microscopic configuration community.
When the difference of the relaxation time of
different evolution path is very big, the Figure.4
indicates that the median of the relaxation time is
still a good statistical quantity of the relaxation time.
III.3 Population Dynamics for the
one Step Replica Symmetry
Breaking at y = β
Here we explain the numerical procedure of
deriving the thermodynamic quantities such as mean
free energy,grand free energy and complexity
∑
(y)
at a given inverse temperature β in detail.
(1) Initialization: We construct an array
with row size N0 as S0,S1,S2, · · · SN0−1,each of
which have two elements of (p¯i→j , Pi→j(p|p¯)).
Each average message p¯i→j contains four mes-
sages (p¯(0,0)i→j , p¯
(0,1)
i→j , p¯
(1,0)
i→j , p¯
(1,1)
i→j ). But these four
messages not independent each other, so we
set only two messages (p¯(0,0)i→j , p¯
(0,1)
i→j ) to describe
the average message.For the conditional mes-
sage we set different four type eight messages
{ 1©pi→j(0, 0|0, 0), pi→j(0, 1|0, 0); 2©pi→j(0, 0|0, 1),
pi→j(0, 1|0, 1); 3©pi→j(0, 0|1, 0), pi→j(0, 1|1, 0);
4©pi→j(0, 0|1, 1), pi→j(0, 1|1, 1)}. In there
pi→j(0, 0|0, 0) represent the probability of node
i in state 0 and node j in state 0 when we ob-
serve the node i in state 0 and node j in state
0. Initialize the messages is very important to
get correct results, we initialize the messages
as { 1©pi→j(0, 0|0, 0) = 0.5, pi→j(0, 1|0, 0) =
0.5; 2©pi→j(0, 0|0, 1) = 0.0, pi→j(0, 1|0, 1) =
1.0; 3©pi→j(0, 0|1, 0) = 0.0, pi→j(0, 1|1, 0) =
0.0; 4©pi→j(0, 0|1, 1) = 0.0, pi→j(0, 1|1, 1) = 0.0}.
(2) Updating: There are a lot of sampling
scheme [19–21]. In this paper we update the mes-
sages with the sampling scheme of Appendix A.
(2.1): In the single step of iteration, we randomly
choose k− 1 messages from the population.Calculate
the new average message by equation(18).
(2.2):After the updating of average message we can
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get four different samples of conditional messages for
the four conditional case by these equations of the
Appendix A.
(2.3):The type (1) and type (2) conditional messages
samples by equation(A.3), (A.4),(A.7),(A.8).And
the type (3), type (4) conditional messages samples
by equation(A.5),(A.6),(A.9),(A.10).For exam-
ple we randomly generate a random number R.
If R < p(0,0)i→k\j (it is calculated by the equation(A.7)),
then we select pk→i(ck, ci|0, 0) as the insert message,
otherwise we select pk→i(ck, ci|1, 0) as the insert
message. And we randomly generate a random num-
ber R again. if R < p(1,0)i→k\j (it is calculated by the
equation(A.8)), then we select pk→i(ck, ci|0, 1) as the
insert message, otherwise we select pk→i(ck, ci|1, 1)
as the insert message.
(3)Calculate thermodynamic quantity: Af-
ter updating we randomly select k average messages
from the population. 1©we randomly generate a ran-
dom number R, If R < p(0,0)i→j (it is calculated by the
equation(A.3)), then we select pj→i(cj , ci|0, 0) as the
insert message, otherwise we select pj→i(cj , ci|1, 0) as
the insert message.
2©we randomly generate a random number R again,
If R < p(1,0)i→j (it is calculated by the equation(A.5)),
then we select pj→i(cj , ci|0, 1) as the insert message,
otherwise we select pj→i(cj , ci|1, 1) as the insert mes-
sage.
3© After this we can determine the another
variable(k, i)’s state by equation(A.7-A.10) to get the
insert messages.In the same way we can determine
the other variable’s state and insert messages. we
can calculate the mean free energy of node i(< fi >)
by equation (22) and the general free energy(gi) by
equation (27).
4©Randomly choose two messages and calculate the
general free energyg(i,j) of edge(i, j) by the equa-
tion(26).and select two conditional messages by equa-
tion(24) to calculate the mean free energy< f(i,j) >
of edge (i, j).
5©Finally we can calculate the mean free energy den-
sity, grand free energy density and complexity by the
equations(28, 29, 30).
In the simulation,we update the population MI =
100000 times to reach the stable point of the popu-
lation,and to sample MS = 100000 times to get the
condensation transition points of the regular random
graph, we can reach the stable point of population by
using small update numbers when variable degree is
big.But we update the population MI = 5000 times
to reach the stable point of the population,and to
sampleMS = 5000 times to get the cluster transition
points of the regular random graph, so the cluster
transition point is only correct in the range of 5y =
0.05. The population size is N = 10000.If we increase
the population size, it no make sense to the simula-
tion results.But if we increase the samples number
MS of the thermodynamic quantities,the result bet-
ter than before.In the range 5y = 0.05,we also can
get good results with small update times such as sev-
eral thousands time.But in the range 5y = 0.01, we
need more and more update times to get good results.
IV Zero temperature mean field
theory
In this section,Firstly we introduce the Belief Prop-
agation at β = ∞ which called Warning Propaga-
tion. Even the Warning Propagation converge very
fast, but it only converge in C < 2.41 on ER random
network, so we must further consider the one step
replica symmetry breaking case at β =∞. Secondly
we derive the Survey Propagation(SP) for the β =∞
case, and estimating the ground state energy. At last
we predict the energy density by Survey Propaga-
tion Decimation(SPD) method.We find that the SP
results fit in with SPD and SPD results good as BPD
results.
IV.1 Warning Propagation
In order to estimate the minimal energy of the
MDS we must consider the limit property at β =∞.
There are three cases for the single node(1)the node
i appear in the all MDS or pi = 1.(2)the node i not
appear in the all MDS or pi = 0.(3)the node i ap-
pear in some MDS or pi = 0.5. So There are nine
cases for the pair node (i,j),But only the four cav-
ity messages for these cases are possible (1)the node
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i in the pair nodes (i, j) appears in the all MDS or
(p1,0i→j = p
1,1
i→j = 0.5; p
0,0
i→j = p
0,1
i→j = 0.0).(2)the node i
in the pair nodes (i, j) not appear in the all MDS and
the node j appear in some MDS or (p1,0i→j = p
1,1
i→j =
0.0; p0,0i→j = p
0,1
i→j = 0.5).(3)the node i in the pair
nodes (i, j) not appear in the all MDS and the node
j appear in all MDS or (p1,0i→j = p
1,1
(i,j) = 0.0; p
0,0
i→j =
0, p0,1i→j = 1.0).(4)the node i in the pair nodes (i, j)
appear in some MDS and the node j appear in some
MDS too or (p1,0i→j = p
1,1
i→j = p
0,0
(i,j) = p
0,1
i→j = 0.25).
There is one warning message p0i→j = 1 for single
node, But there are two warning messages for pair
nodes(i, j) as (p0,1i→j = 1.0, p
0,1
i→j = 0.5)
p
0,1
i→j =

0.0
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ1
p
0,1
k→i
≥ 2
0.25
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ1
p
0,1
k→i
= 1
0.5
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ1
p
0,1
k→i
= 0 and
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ0.5
p
0,1
k→i
< k − 1
1.0
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ1
p
0,1
k→i
= 0 and
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ0.5
p
0,1
k→i
= k − 1
(31)
equation(31) is called warning propagation equa-
tion.If we find the stable point of the warning propa-
gation,then we can calculate the coarse-grained state
of every node as
p1i =

0.0
∑
j∈∂i
δ1
p0,1j→i
= 0
0.5
∑
j∈∂i
δ1
p0,1j→i
= 1
1.0
∑
j∈∂i
δ1
p0,1j→i
≥ 2
(32)
and the free energy in general case
Fi = − 1
β
ln{
∏
j∈∂i
(p
(0,0)
j→i + p
(1,0)
j→i )
+ e−β
∏
j∈∂i
(p
(0,1)
j→i + p
(1,1)
j→i )−
∏
j∈∂i
p
(0,0)
j→i }
(33)
Fij = − 1
β
ln(p
(0,0)
i→j p
(0,0)
j→i + p
(0,1)
i→j p
(1,0)
j→i
+ p
(1,0)
i→j p
(0,1)
j→i + p
(1,1)
i→j p
(1,1)
j→i )
(34)
from these above two questions we can write the free
energy of β =∞ as
Emin = lim
β→∞F0 =
N∑
i=1
[Θ(
∑
j∈∂i
δ
1
p
0,1
j→i
− 1) + δ(
∑
j∈∂i
δ
0.5
p
0,1
j→i
, k)]
−
∑
(i,j)∈w
[(δ
1
p
0,1
i→j
+ δ
0.5
p
0,1
i→j
) ∗ (δ1
p
0,1
j→i
+ δ
0.5
p
0,1
j→i
) − δ0.5
p
0,1
i→j
δ
0.5
p
0,1
j→i
]
(35)
The warning propagation gives same results with
Replica Symmetry theory,but it can’t converge when
mean variable degree bigger than 2.41 on ER random
graph.
IV.2 Coarse-Grain Survey Propaga-
tion
In order to get the survey propagation we must to
know the form of free energyFi→j , at zero temper-
ature, from the general form we can derive the free
energyFi→j as
Fi→j =− 1
β
ln{2
∏
k∈∂i\j
(p
(0,0)
k→i + p
(1,0)
k→i )
+ 2e−β
∏
k∈∂i\j
(p
(0,1)
k→i + p
(1,1)
k→i )−
∏
k∈∂i\j
p
(0,0)
k→i }
(36)
Fi→j = Θ(
∑
k∈∂i\j
δ1
p0,1k→i
− 1) (37)
the survey propagation for general case as
Pi→j(p) =
∏
k∈∂i\j
∫ Dpk→iPk→i(p)e−yfi→j δ(pi→j − Ii→j [p∂i\j ])∏
k∈∂i\j
∫ Dpk→iPk→i(p)e−yfi→j
(38)
We can get the Survey Propagation at zero temper-
ature by using the upper two equations (37,38) as
Pi→j(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
) =
∏
k∈∂i\j
Pk→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
k→i
)
∏
k∈∂i\j
[1 − Pk→i(δ1
p
0,1
k→i
)] + e−yP101
(39)
whereP 101 = 1−
∏
k∈∂i\j
[1− Pk→i(δ1p0,1k→i)]
Pi→j(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
) =
∏
k∈∂i\j
[1 − Pk→i(δ1
p
0,1
k→i
)] − ∏
k∈∂i\j
Pk→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
k→i
)
∏
k∈∂i\j
[1 − Pk→i(δ1
p
0,1
k→i
)] + e−yP101
(40)
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these two equations are the survey propagation of
zero temperature.In the same way we can derive the
free energy of node i and edge (i, j) as
fi = Θ(
∑
j∈∂i
δ1
p0,1j→i
− 1) + δ(
∑
j∈∂i
δ0.5
p0,1j→i
, k) (41)
f(i,j) =
∑
(i,j)∈w
[(δ
1
p
0,1
i→j
+δ
0.5
p
0,1
i→j
)∗(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
+δ
0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)−δ0.5
p
0,1
i→j
δ
0.5
p
0,1
j→i
] (42)
and the grand free energy of node i and edge (i, j)
for the general case as
gi =
1
y
ln[
∏
j∈∂i
∫
Dpi→jPi→j(p)e−yfi ] (43)
g(i,j) =
1
y
ln[
∫ ∫
Dpi→jDpj→iPi→j(p)Pj→i(p)e
−yf(i,j) ] (44)
from the upper four equations we can derive the
grand free energy of node i and edge (i, j) at zero
temperature as
Gi = −1
y
N∑
i=1
ln{(1− e−y)
∏
j∈∂i
[1− Pj→i(δ1p0,1j→i)]
+ e−y − (1− e−y)
∏
j∈∂i
Pj→i(δ0.5p0,1j→i
)}
(45)
G(i,j) = −1
y
N∑
i=1
ln{1− (1− e−y)p0,1i→j [nh] (46)
where
p0,1i→j [nh] =[Pi→j(δ
0.5
p0,1i→j
) + Pi→j(δ1p0,1i→j
)]
× [Pj→i(δ0.5p0,1j→i) + Pj→i(δ
1
p0,1j→i
)]
− Pi→j(δ0.5p0,1i→j )Pj→i(δ
0.5
p0,1j→i
)
(47)
the grand free energy density as
g0 ≡ G0
N
=
∑
i gi −
∑
(i,j) g(i,j)
N
(48)
The free energy of the macro state α when β = ∞
equals to the ground state energy Emin. The macro-
scopic average minimal energy < Eβ=∞ > is calcu-
lated by the following equation
< Eβ=∞ >=
∂(yG0)
∂y
=
N∑
i=1
e−y{1 − ∏
j∈∂i
[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] +
∏
j∈∂i
Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)}
e−y + (1 − e−y){ ∏
j∈∂i
[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] − ∏
j∈∂i
Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)}
−
N∑
(i,j)∈∂w
e−yp0,1
i→j [nh]
1 − (1 − e−y)p0,1
i→j [nh]
(49)
we can study the ensemble average property of the
MDS problem by using population dynamics with
equations(39-42,45,46).In the figure 5 we show the
ensemble average one step replica symmetry break-
ing population dynamics results for MDS problem on
ER random graph which mean connectivity C=5,the
complexity
∑
= 0 at y = 0,and then the complex-
ity is not monotonic function of parisi parameter y,it
increase with the increase of parisi parameter y and
reach the maximum value when y ≈ 3.5.Then the
complexity begin to decline with the increase of y
and change to negative when y ≈ 7.3.From the figure
5 we can see that there are two parts of the complex-
ity graph when it is a function of energy,but because
of only the concave part is decline function of en-
ergy, so it has the physical meaning.And the grand
free energy not monotonic function of y,it reach the
biggest point when the complexity change to nega-
tive at y ≈ 7.3.So the corresponding minimal energy
density u = 0.2068 is the minimum energy density
(ground state energy) of MDS problem at this mean
connectivity.
We can calculate the some microscopic statisti-
cal quantities by using zero temperature equations
(39,40),for example the probability(statistical total
weight of all macro state) of the variable stay in
coarse grained state,we use pi(0) to denotes the prob-
ability of the variable stay in totally not be covered
state,pi(1)denotes the probability of the variable stay
in totally be covered state,and pi(∗) denotes the prob-
ability of the variable stay in not be freezing(in some
micro state be covered) state,we can derive the rep-
resentation of these three probabilities by one step
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Figure 5: Survey Propagation results of zero tem-
perature MDS problem on ER random graph and
with mean connectivity c=5 by population dynamics,
in the first three graph,x-axis denotes the parisi pa-
rameter Y, y-axis denotes the thermodynamic quan-
tities.The complexity equals to zero when parisi pa-
rameter y roughly equal to 7.23,at this point,we se-
lect the corresponding energy as ground state energy
which equal to 0.2068.In the right down graph,the x-
axis denotes the energy density and y-axis denotes
the complexity.
replica symmetry breaking mean field theory as
Pi(0) =
∏
j∈∂i[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] − ∏j∈∂i Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)
∏
j∈∂i[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] − ∏j∈∂i Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)
+e−y{1 − ∏j∈∂i[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] +
∏
j∈∂i Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)}
(50)
Pi(∗) =
∑
j∈∂i
Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)
∏
k∈∂i\j [1 − Pk→i(δ1
p
0,1
k→i
)]
∏
j∈∂i[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] − ∏j∈∂i Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)
+e−y{1 − ∏j∈∂i[1 − Pj→i(δ1
p
0,1
j→i
)] +
∏
j∈∂i Pj→i(δ0.5
p
0,1
j→i
)}
(51)
Pi(1) = 1− Pi(0)− Pi(∗) (52)
We proceed the one step replica symmetry breaking
population dynamics on different mean connectivity
ER random graph, and we get the minimal energy
density of ER random network ensemble on different
mean connectivity C .In the table 2 we list the theo-
retical computation results of C ≤ 10,we can see that
the transition point y not depend on the mean con-
nectivity C.
Table 2: the cluster transition point inverse temper-
ature βd of ER Random graph
K 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
y∗ ≈ 8.0 7.29 7.15 7.19 7.31 7.47 7.64 7.82
umin 0.3176 0.2498 0.2068 0.178 0.1576 0.142 0.130 0.120
In the simulation, we update the population MI =
5000 times to reach the stable point of the popu-
lation,and to sample MS = 5000 times to get the∑
= 0 points and the corresponding ground en-
ergy value Emin on the ER random graph, the clus-
ter transition point is only correct in the range of
5y = 0.05, but the ground energy is correct in
the range of 5E = 0.0001. The population size is
N = 100000.If we increase the updating number and
sampling number, it no make sense to the simulation
results.But if we increase the population size N of
the thermodynamic quantities,the result better than
before.In the range 5y = 0.05,we also can get good
results with small update times such as several thou-
sands time.But in the range5y = 0.01, we need more
and more update times to get good results.Our up-
dating and sampling number increase with the de-
creasing of variable degree.
IV.3 Survey Propagation Decimation
we still can study the statistical property of
microscopic configuration on single network sys-
tem by survey propagations(39,40),and the survey
propagation easy to find the stable point of a given
network when the parisi parameter y small enough,
and then we can calculate the thermodynamic
quantities by equations(41,42,45-47), but the survey
propagation not converge any more when y bigger
enough.For example our simulation results indicate
that the survey propagation not converge when
y ≥ 2.1 on C = 10 ER network.The reason of not
convergence is that the coarse grained assumption
not very good any more on the microscopic con-
figuration space that energy close to ground state
energy,it is need to use more detailed coarse grained
assumption.The other more intrinsical reason is
that the one step replica symmetry breaking mean
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field theory is not good enough to describe the
microscopic configuration space that energy close to
ground state energy,it is need to consider more high
step expansion of partition function.There are more
articles about convergence of coarse grained survey
propagation [22,23].
It is possible to construct one or more close to
optimal MDS solution for a given graph W by one
step replica symmetry breaking mean field the-
ory.One of the very efficient algorithm is the Survey
Propagation-guided Decimation algorithm [24].The
core idea of this algorithm is to determine the
probability of be freezing by equation(50-52), and
select the small part of variables that has biggest
be covering probability to set the be covering
probability ci = 1,so then simplify the network step
by step.Now we introduce the concrete procedure of
this algorithm in detail:
(1) Read in the network W , setting the
covering probability of every vertex as un-
certain,and to define four coarse grained
messages Pi→j(δ0.5p0,1i→j
), Pi→j(δ1p0,1i→j
),and
Pj→i(δ0.5p0,1j→i
), Pj→i(δ1p0,1j→i
) on every edge of the
given graph.Randomly initialize the every message
in the range(0,1],but the every group two mes-
sages Pi→j(δ0.5p0,1i→j
) ,Pi→j(δ1p0,1i→j
) must satisfy the
normalization conditionPi→j(δ1p0,1i→j
)+Pi→j(δ0.5p0,1i→j
)
+Pi→j(δ0.25p0,1i→j
)+Pi→j(δ0p0,1i→j
) = 1. Appropriately
setting the macroscopic inverse temperature y,it is
good to set closet value of biggest convergence value
of macroscopic inverse temperature,for example
we select y = 3 if the survey propagation can not
converge wheny ≥ 3.01.
(2)Iterate L0 steps (for example L0 = 100) the
coarse grained survey propagation equations(39,40)
try to converge to one stable point.Every step of
iteration, to select one node i and updating every
corresponding messages of node i.After updating
every node messages L0 times we can calculate the
coarse grained probability (Pi(1), Pi(∗), Pi(0)) by
equations (50− 52).
(3)Ordering all the variables that not be freezing
with the value of (Pi(1) from high to low.Select the
foremost r (for example r = 0.01) percent to set the
covering state ci = 1 and adding these variables to
MDS.
(4)Then simplify network by deleting all the edges
between observed nodes and deleting all the be
occupied variables.If the rest network still contain
one or more leaf node [2] or connectivity di = 1
nodes, then we procedure GLR process [1] until
no exist leaf nodes in the rest network,and then
simplify the network again.Iterating this procedure
(simplify-GLR-simplify) until the rest network not
contains any leaf nodes.If the rest network not
contains any nodes and edges,then stop the program
and output the MDS.
(5)If the rest network still contains some nodes,then
Iterating the survey propagation(39,40) L1 (for
example L1 = 10) steps,and then repeat the step
(3),(4),(5).
The figure 6 shows the numerical results of survey
propagation decimation algorithm on ER random
graph. We can see that the SPD results very close
to BPD results,it is explain that the SPD algorithm
can find the very closet optimal solution.We perform
the BPD algorithm by the way mentioned in the
reference [1].
Figure 6: The solid line is the result of the SPD, and
the cross point line is the result of BPD. Our simula-
tion performs on the ER random graph (include 104
variables).
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V Discussion
In this work, firstly we derive the one step replica
symmetry breaking equations of MDS problem at
y = β, we find the condensation transition point
and cluster transition point of regular random graph.
The corresponding energy of the cluster transition
point inverse temperature βd equals to the thresh-
old value xc, namely Eβd = xc. The complexity
graph of MDS problem likes to three body inter-
action spin glass model and 4-sat problem [20, 21],
but the change rules of these two transition points
with the variable degree is totally different with the
three body interaction spin glass model. In the three
body interaction spin glass model, these two transi-
tion points always decline with the increasing of vari-
able degree, but these are not monotonic function of
variable degree in MDS problem.Secondly we derive
the warning propagation and prove that the warning
propagation equation only converge when the net-
work no contain any core [1].There are only one warn-
ing on vertex cover problem [3],but the MDS prob-
lem have two warnings.Then we derive the Survey
Propagation function of zero temperature to find the
ground state energy and the corresponding transition
point of macroscopic inverse temperature,the change
rules of the transition point like with vertex cover
problem. The corresponding energy of the transi-
tion point parisi parameter Y equals to the threshold
value xc, namely EY = xc. And then we implement
the survey propagation decimation (SPD) algorithm
at zero temperature to estimate the size of MDS, it’s
result same good as BPD results.
Before we have studied the MDS problem on undi-
rected network and directed network by statistical
physics,and now we study the undirected MDS prob-
lem by one step replica symmetry breaking mean field
theory.Later we continue to study the rest events such
as directed MDS problem under one step replica sym-
metry breaking mean field case and long range frus-
tration theory on the MDS problem and so on.
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A samples by probability func-
tion (18)
We use equation (18) to discuss the sample scheme.
Our problem is to give a spin value to the around
variables of the node i,and the joint probability of
these spin values obey the equation (18).The directly
way of sampling is to calculate 2k different kind of
spin value configurations probability by the equation
(18),then generate one random number in the range
(0,1),and then corresponding to the random number
to select one spin value configuration.In the directly
sampling way,we need to calculate the probability of
all the configurations,so this way not good when k 
1.
The another convenient way of sampling is sequential
sampling,in this way we firstly determine the value
ci of the node i,then corresponding to this value ci
to determine the value cj of node j, and then we
correspond to these value ci, cj to calculate the value
ck of node k, and so on until determine all the value
of the around nodes of node i.
Firstly,we use equation (18) to derive the marginal
probability of the node i as
p
(0)
i
=
∏
j∈i(p¯
(1,0)
j→i + p¯
(0,0)
j→i ) −
∏
j∈i p¯
(0,0)
j→i∏
j∈i(p¯
(1,0)
j→i + p¯
(0,0)
j→i ) + e−β
∏
j∈i(p¯
(1,1)
j→i + p¯
(0,1)
j→i ) −
∏
j∈i p¯
(0,0)
j→i
(A.1)
p
(1)
i
=
e−β ∏j∈i(p¯(1,1)j→i + p¯(0,1)j→i )∏
j∈i(p¯
(1,0)
j→i + p¯
(0,0)
j→i ) + e−β
∏
j∈i(p¯
(1,1)
j→i + p¯
(0,1)
j→i ) −
∏
j∈i p¯
(0,0)
j→i
(A.2)
corresponding to the above equation we can gener-
ate the spin value of the node i.After given the spin
value of the node i, we can derive the conditional
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probability of the node j as
p
(0,0)
i→j =
p¯
(0,0)
j→i ×
∏
k∈i\j(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i ) −
∏
k∈i p¯
(0,0)
k→i∏
k∈i(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i ) −
∏
k∈i p¯
(0,0)
k→i + e−β
∏
k∈i(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )
(A.3)
p
(0,1)
i→j =
p¯
(1,0)
j→i ×
∏
k∈i\j(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i )∏
k∈i(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i ) −
∏
k∈i p¯
(0,0)
k→i + e−β
∏
k∈i(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )
(A.4)
p
(1,0)
i→j =
p¯
(0,1)
j→i × e
−β ∏
k∈i\j(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )∏
k∈i(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i ) −
∏
k∈i p¯
(0,0)
k→i + e−β
∏
k∈i(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )
(A.5)
p
(1,1)
i→j =
p¯
(1,1)
j→i × e
−β ∏
k∈i\j(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )∏
k∈i(p¯
(1,0)
k→i + p¯
(0,0)
k→i ) −
∏
k∈i p¯
(0,0)
k→i + e−β
∏
k∈i(p¯
(0,1)
k→i + p¯
(1,1)
k→i )
(A.6)
and then we can calculate the conditional probability
p(k|i, j) of node k when the spin value of nodes (i, j)
are given.
p
(0,0)
i→k\j =
p¯
(0,0)
k→i ×
∏
l∈i\(j,k)(p¯
(1,0)
l→i + p¯
(0,0)
l→i ) − δ
0
cj
∏
l∈i\j p¯
(0,0)
l→i∏
l∈i\j(p¯
(1,0)
l→i + p¯
(0,0)
l→i ) − δ0cj
∏
l∈i\j p¯
(0,0)
l→i
(A.7)
p
(0,1)
i→k\j =
p¯
(1,0)
k→i ×
∏
l∈i\j(p¯
(1,0)
l→i + p¯
(0,0)
l→i )∏
l∈i\j(p¯
(1,0)
l→i + p¯
(0,0)
l→i )− δ0cj
∏
l∈i\j p¯
(0,0)
l→i
(A.8)
p
(1,0)
i→k\j =
p¯
(0,1)
k→i ×
∏
l∈i\(j,k)(p¯
(0,1)
l→i + p¯
(1,1)
l→i )∏
l∈i\j(p¯
(0,1)
l→i + p¯
(1,1)
l→i )
(A.9)
p
(1,1)
i→k\j =
p¯
(1,1)
k→i ×
∏
l∈i\(j,k)(p¯
(0,1)
l→i + p¯
(1,1)
l→i )∏
l∈i\j(p¯
(0,1)
l→i + p¯
(1,1)
l→i )
(A.10)
corresponding the above equations we can generate
the spin value of node k. And so on,we can generate
one configuration of the all spin values.
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